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A classical result of J. von Neumann states that a +-algebra of operators on a 
Hilbert space coincides with its bicommutant if and only if it is closed in 
the strong (or weak) operator topology. It follows from this result and the 
MackeyyWermer theorem [l; p. 3541 that if M is any Bade a-complete Boolean 
algebra of projections (briefly, B.a.) in a Hilbert space, then the strong operator 
closed algebra (M),s, generated by M, coincides with the bicommutant M”’ 
of Jti. 
There arises the question of whether the same statement is valid in a Banach 
space. This was shown not to be the case by J. Dieudonne [3]. So, are there any 
‘reasonable’ conditions on the a-complete B.a. M or on the Banach space X 
which imply that the bicommutant theorem does hold? Apart from its own in- 
trinsic interest, this question and any relevant examples are also of interest to 
other (not unrelated) areas of operator algebras in Banach spaces [12; Sections 
3 and 41. 
It is known that if M has a cyclic vector or is of uniform multiplicity one, 
then M is maximal abelian (i.e. M” = (M),, the uniform closed operator al- 
gebra generated by M) from which it follows that M”” = (M),y. Such condi- 
tions, although useful in certain cases are rather special; they do not even cover 
all examples in finite dimensional spaces let alone in separable Hilbert spaces 
(where the bicommutant theorem always holds). It will be shown that the bi- 
commutant theorem holds for every atomic (Bade a-complete) B.a.; there is no 
restriction on X (c.f. Proposition 1). As an application it is shown that there 
exist classes of Banach spaces (distinct from Hilbert spaces) in which the bi- 
commutant theorem always holds (c.f. Proposition 2). What about non-atomic 
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B.a.‘s? We note a property of M, called the Lat-M’ condition, which is suffi- 
cient for the bicommutant heorem to hold; see Proposition 4. This condition is 
of some interest since every Bade a-complete B.a. in a Hilbert space satisfies 
the Lat-MC condition. Curiously, atomic B.a.‘s M satisfy the Lat-MC condi- 
tion iff the range of each atom in M is isomorphic to a Hilbert space! So, for 
non-Hilbert spaces X the Lat-M” condition is most effective for non-atomic 
B.a.‘s. Dieudonne’s example [3], shows that the Lat-M’ condition does not 
hold in every non-atomic B.a. However, the reason that Dieudonne’s example 
does not satisfy the bicommutant theorem is not because it fails the Lat-M’ 
condition: we give two non-trivial examples of non-atomic, Bade complete 
B.a.‘s (c.f. 93) which fail to satisfy the Lat-M (’ condition but for which the bi- 
commutant theorem is nevertheless valid. Actually, one of these examples 
produces a whole class of Banach spaces and g-complete B.a.‘s in these spaces 
for which the Lat-MC property fails but the bicommutant heorem holds. This 
class of examples also exhibits features of interest for other aspects of the the- 
ory of B.a.‘s of projections. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we fix the notation, recall some definitions and establish some 
basic results needed in the sequel. 
The space of all bounded linear operators from a Banach space Xinto itself is 
denoted by L(X); it is equipped with the strong operator topology rp For the 
notion of Bade completeness and a-completeness of a B.a. M 2 C(X) we refer 
to [I, lo]. It is assumed that the identity operator I E M. Given x E X, the cyclic 
space M [x] generated by x is the closed subspace span{ Ex; E E M} of X, if 
M [x] = X, then x is called a cyclic vector for M and M itself is called cyclic. A 
Bade complete B.a. M G L(X) is said to be of unzform multiplicity one if, for 
every x E X, there is E E M such that EX = M[x]; this agrees with other defi- 
nitions given in the literature [IS]; see [6, Lemma 7.21. Let Lat(M) denote the 
family of all closed subspaces of X which are invariant for each element of M. 
Then M is said to satisfy the Lat-MC condition if each element of Lat(M) is the 
range of some projection from the commutant M’. 
Lemma 1. Let X be a Banach space and M C C(X) be a Bade a-complete B.a. 
(i) If M has a cyclic vector, then M is Bade complete and has uniform multi- 
plicity one. 
(ii) Suppose that M is Bade complete and has untform multiplicity one. Then 
every Y E Lat(M) is of th f e orm Y = EX, for some E E M. In particular, M 
satisfies the Lat-M” condition. 
(iii) Suppose that X is separable. Then M is Bade complete and moreover, M is 
cyclic ifSM is of umform multiplicity one. 
Proof. (i) The Bade completeness of M follows from [lo; XVII Lemma 3.211 
and the uniform multiplicity one then follows from [19; Theorem 61. 
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(ii) See [18; Theorem 61 and the fact that M C M”. 
(iii) The Bade completeness of M follows from [lo; XVII Lemma 3.211 after 
noting that I E M. If M has a cyclic vector, then it is of uniform multiplicity 
one by part (i). For the converse, see [16; Theorem], for example. q 
Remark 1. (i) The converse of Lemma l(i) does not necessarily hold in non- 
separable spaces. For instance, the B.a. of all diagonal projections in Y”( I‘), 1 < 
p < OS, where r is any uncountable set is of uniform multiplicity one but has no 
cyclic vector. 
(ii) The converse of Lemma l(ii) is not true. For. if JLI is any non-cyclic B.a. 
in a finite dimensional Banach space X (e.g. M = (0. I} with dim(X) 2 2), then 
M satisfies the Lat-M” condition by Remark 4(i) below, but M is not of uni- 
form multiplicity one by Lemma l(iii). 
A projection E # 0 in a B.a. M C C(X) IS called an utom if, whenever F E :2/1 
satisfies F 5 E (i.e. FX C EX), then either F = 0 or F = E. We say that M is 
utomic if there exists a family {Er,}ntff of atoms in M such that. whenever 
E C: M, there is a subset B & A such that CC,E~ (, - E E, i.e. E is the r,-limit of 
the net of finite partial sums of {E,,; CY E B}. We say that M is generated by 
{E,,],it.~.. If A is a countable set, then M is called countahly~ utomic. 
We collect together some results concerning atomic B.a.‘s. 
Lemma 2. Let M C C(X) he an atomic Bade o-complete B.u. generated by the 
,f&rnzilys of‘atoms {E,,},, in. 
(i) For euch subset B C A, the series C (, t BE<, is r,-summahle to some projec- 
tion in C(X). - 
(ii) The q-closure M of M (in C(X)) is given by 
M = {ClrtBECL: B E 2”], 
Ic3here 2” is thefkmily of all subsets of A. In pcrrticulur, M is a Bade complete, 
atomic B.N. \vhich is generated by the same fumily of atoms (E,,: o E A) thrrt 
generate M. 
(iii) M is Bade complete ifs(B C A: CCvE~E,, E M} = 2A. 
(iv) If M is countahly atomic, then M is Bade complete. 
(v) The commutant of M is given by% 
(1) M” = {S E L(X); SE,,X C: E,,X for all N t A}. 
Proof. (i) Fix a subset B C A. Let -7=(B) denote the collection of all finite 
subsets of B, directed by inclusion. Then the family of all finite sums 
{Z>~F&;F E F(B)} . IS contained in M and is an upwards directed system in - 
M. Since M 5 M and M is a Bade complete B.a. [lo; XVII Lemma 3.231, it 
follows that limFEFCBJ CrrE~ CI, E denoted by C,, c, BE<,, exists in M with respect 
to the T,-topology [IO; XVII Lemma 3.61. 
(ii) By (i) we have C,, E~En E M, for every B E 2A. It can be shown that 
{&EB n E ; B E 2A} is a r,-closed set in M and so it coincides with M. We note 
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that both M and M are generated by the same atoms {En; a E A}, i.e. no extra 
atoms are added to M, only extra projections made up from atoms already 
there. 
(iii) Part (iii) is clear from (ii) and the fact that every Bade complete B.a. is 
necessarily a T,-closed subset of f(X) [IO; XVII Corollary 3.71. 
(iv) This follows from (ii), (iii) and the fact that A is countable. 
-c -. 
(v) Since MC = (M) and M 1s generated by the same atoms {E,},,A that 
generate M, we may assume that M is Bade complete. It is routine to check 
that M” is contained in the right-hand-side of (1). Conversely, suppose S 
belongs to the right-hand-side of (1). Fix (~0 E A. Since I - Z&, = C,#,,,E, it 
follows that C n+aoEnx = x, for every x E (Z-_&,)X, and hence, that 
sx = c afnoSE,x. This shows Sx E (v,,+,,,E,,)X = span{E,,X;a # a~} = 
(1 - -&“)X. 
Accordingly, S leaves invariant both Z&X and (I - E,,,)X and hence, SE,, = 
Ecl,,S. Since QO E A is arbitrary and {E,}, Ed generates M it follows that 
SEMI. 0 
2. THE BICOMMUTANT THEOREM 
Throughout this section X will always denote a Banach space. We begin with 
the following 
Proposition 1. Let M C ,C(X) be an atomic, Bade o-complete B.a. Then 
(M), = MC”. 
- - 
Proof. Since M”’ = (M)“’ and (M), = (M),y we may assume that M is Bade 
complete. The inclusion (M), C M” is clear. Conversely, suppose that 
S E M”‘. Then SE, = EJ, for every a E A, where {E,},, A is a maximal fam- 
ily of pairwise disjoint atoms generating M. For each Q E A, let S, be the re- 
striction of S to X, = EJ. Fix (~0 E A. Given W E L(Xn,) let %’ E C(X) de- 
note the operator 0 $ W in X = ((I - EaO)X) @ X,,. Since %X0 G X,, for 
every (1~ E A, Lemma 2(v) implies that I? E M” and so S%’ = %S. In partic- 
ular, S,, W = WS,,. Since W E C(Xn,) is arbitrary it follows that S,, = X,,Z,,, 
for some X,,, E C, where I<>,, is the identity operator in X,,,. The boundedness of 
S implies that sup, IX,1 < 00. Moreover, S = C,X,E,, where the series is q- 
convergent. Accordingly, S E (M),. •i 
Remark 2. (i) It is routine to check that an atomic, Bade complete B.a. M & 
C(X) is maximal abelian iff each generating atom E,, for a E A, has rank 1. 
(ii) Suppose that { En}N t A is a maximal family of atoms generating M and 
X, = E,X, for (v E A. If there exists a least one atom En0 such that X,, is not 
isomorphic to a Hilbert space, then M does not satisfy the Lat-MC condition. 
To see this let Y be any closed subspace of X,,, which is not complemented in 
X,,. Then Y is closed in X and is invariant for each atom E,, for cy E A, and 
hence, is also M-invariant. However, using Lemma 2(v) and the fact that Y is 
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not complemented in X,,,, it follows that Ycannot be the range of any projection 
from M”. 
There are classes of Banach spaces X in which Bade a-complete B.a.‘s are of a 
rather special nature due to the geometry of X. Recall that X is hereditarily in- 
decomposahfe if, whenever Y and Z are closed, infinite dimensional subspaces 
of X and 6 > 0, then there exist unit vectors ,r E Y and I’ E Z such that 
11~ - I]/ < 6. The existence of such spaces was established in the relatively re- 
cent article [l I]. A Banach space X has the Schurproperty if weakly convergent 
sequences are norm convergent; the best known spaces of this type are C’ (P) 
with r an arbitrary index set. 
Proposition 2. Let X be any Banach space qf the,fi~llowing kind. 
(i) A Grothendieck space with the Dunford-Pettis property. 
(ii) A hereditarily indecomposable space. 
(iii) A space with the Schur property: 
(iv) A complemented subspace of an &-space. 
Thelen (M), = M”“f or every Bade u-complete B.u. M C C(X). 
Proof. In cases (i) and (ii) M is necessarily atomic and Bade complete; for case 
(i) we refer to [15] and for case (ii) to [17; Appendix]. 
(iii) Let M denote the closure of M in C(X) with respect to the strong op- 
erator topology. By XVII Lemmas 3.3 and 3.23 of [lo] M 1s Bade complete and 
uniformly bounded. Recall that a subset of a Banach space is compact iff it is 
sequentially compact; the same is true for the weak topology by the Eber- 
1einSmulian theorem. Combining these remarks with the Schur property it 
follows that X has the property that its weakly compact sets coincide with its 
-. 
compact sets. Then [20; Corollary 141 implies that M 1s atomic and hence, 
- c C’ 
(a), = M” by Proposition 1. Since (M),v = (M), and M”” = M the re- 
quired conclusion follows. 
(iv) This follows from Proposition 1 and [13; Theorem 141; see also [13; 
Corollary IS]. 0 
A bounded operator Tin a Banach space X is a scalar-type spectral operator if it 
has an integral representation of the form T = JrCrJ X dPT(X), where PT is a 
spectral measure defined on the Bore1 sets a(~( T)) of the spectrum of T [lo; 
Chapter XV]. The measure PT, necessarily unique, is called the resolution ofthe 
identity* of 7, its range is always a Bade a-complete B.a. [lo; Chapter XVII]. 
Proposition 3. Let T E C(X) be a scalar-type spectral operutor bc.ith resolution of 
the identity PT. [f T is compact, then M = {PT(F): F E l3(o(T))} satisfies 
(M), = M”‘. 
Proof. The compactness of T implies that M is countably atomic. Then Prop- 
osition 1 implies the conclusion. 0 
Remark 3. Proposition 3 fails in general if Tis not compact. Indeed, the Bade 
a-complete B.a. M exhibited by Dieudonne, for which the inclusion (M),v C 
M” is proper, occurs in a separable Banach space X [3]. But, M is then nec- 
essarily the resolution of the identity of some scalar-type spectral operator 
[14; Proposition 21. 
So, the situation for atomic, Bade o-complete B.a.‘s is completely understood. 
For non-atomic B.a.‘s the following basic result provides a sufficient condition 
for the validity of the bicommutant theorem. 
Proposition 4. Let M C C(X) be a Bade u-complete B.a. satisfying the Lat-M’ 
condition. Then (M),s = M”. 
- 
Proof. By [lo; XVII Lemma 3.231 the r,-closure M, of M in .C(X), is a Bade - - - 
complete B.a. Since M” = (M) (’ and Lat(M) = Lat(M) it is clear that M sat- 
- 
isfies the Lat-(M) (’ condition. By [6; Proposition 7.11 applied to M we deduce 
- (‘c - - that (a), = (M) . Since (M), = (M),Y and M” = (M)“” the conclusion 
follows. 0 
Remark 4. It has been remarked that if a Bade complete B.a. in a Banach space 
X has a cyclic vector or is of uniform multiplicity one, then M is maximal 
abelian (see [7] and [lo; XVII Lemma 3.141, for example) and hence, satisfies 
the bicommutant theorem. This is also a consequence of Proposition 4 and 
Lemma 1. 
3. EXAMPLES WITHOUT THE LAT-M’ PROPERTY 
Examples are given of non-atomic B.a.‘s which satisfy the bicommutant theo- 
rem without the Lat-M L’ property. 
Example 1 ([4]). Let K = [0, y] f or some y > 0. Let ~1,149 and ~3 be non-neg- 
ative, decreasing functions on K which are integrable for Lebesgue measure A, 
and such that n+(y) = 1 and W; $ L’(X), for j E {1,2,3}, but WjWk E L’(X) 
wheneverj # k. For eachj E { 1,2,3}, let L ’ (wj) denote the space of all X-mea- 
surable functionsfon Kequipped with the norm ]if]lj = SK /jj*wjdX where, for 
a X-measurable function g > 0 on K, g* denotes its decreasing rearrangement. 
Let Y = L’(wl) $ L’(wz) @ L’(wj), equipped with the norm 11 . 11, + I/ . /12+ 
I/ . l13. Then the closed subspace 
X = {(gi,gz,gs) E Y;gi +g2 fgs = 0, A-a.e. on K}, 
of Y is separable and weakly sequentially complete. For each E E B(K), the 
Bore1 subsets of K, the map 
P(E) : (a >gz,g3) H (xa > xm, xm) 
is a bounded projection in Xand M = {P(E); E E B(K)} is a non-atomic, Bade 
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complete B.a. Since M is maximal abelian [S], it satisfies the bicommutant 
theorem. 
Let Z = {(gr:gz,gJ) E X; gi = gz, X-a.e. on K}. It is clear that Z is M-in- 
variant and routine to check that Z is a closed subspace of X. Clearly 
P(E)X # Z whenever E E B(K) is X-null or E’ is X-null. Suppose E E 13(K) 
satisfies 0 < X(E) < ~1. Then g = (II, x,:( ~ -(II + yLc )) is an element of X (where 11 
is the function constantly 1 on K), but P(E)g = (x~, .O. ~ y!,) does not belong to 
Z. Hence, Z is not the range of any projection from M. Since M is maximal 
abelian the only projections in M” are those from M and it follows that ,Qt 
does not satisfy the Lat-M” condition. 
Since M has uniform multiplicity two, this example shows that finite uni- 
form multiplicity n (with n 2 2) does not implay the Lat-M’ condition. This 
example is also of interest for other reasons in multiplicity theory [9; Theorem 
31. Finally, by considering Lp(i~r) 1~ Lp(\tl2) 9 L”(u,~). for 1 < p < x;, this ex- 
ample can be modified to produce an example of a non-atomic, Bade complete 
B.a. M in a separable, reflexive Banach space which satisfies the bicommutant 
theorem but not the Lat-M” condition. 
We now proceed to investigate an entire class of examples of B.a.‘s acting in L”- 
spaces of vector-valued functions. In addition to satisfying the bicommutant 
theorem (without the Lat-M” property) they exhibit other interesting features. 
For instance, they always have a separating vector but not necessarily a cyclic 
vector. The vector-valued L/‘-space in which the B.a. acts can be chosen to be 
separable or non-separable, reflexive or non-reflexive and so on: this depends 
on the choice of the underlying measure space and on the Banach space in 
which the vector-valued functions assume their values. Now for more precise 
details. 
Let (62. C, p) be any probability measure space which is complete. Let Y be 
any Banach space and fix any 17 E [l. XL). Then X = L”(LL. Y) denotes the 
Banach space of all (equivalence classes of) strongly measurable, Y-valued 
functions ,f’ on _Q such that HIGH ]i.f’(~r~)i,~ I” is /l-integrable. equipped with the 
norm Il,1’ll,, = (,ffl Il.f(~~~)Ill~d~~(~~~))‘i”: see [2: Chapter II] or [21; Chapter 6. $311. 
For q E L”(,/) and ~1 E Y, define the element 9 8~ ~3 of X by II’++ +(\i’)~., for a.e. 
II’ 1~ 0. The identity operator in Y is denoted by Zr. 
For each E E z‘, define P(E) l C(X) to be the projection P( E)j’ : HI-. 
%, (u,),/‘(H,) for,f’ E X and a.e. II’ E R (the null set depends on ,f’ and E). Since 
l]P(E),f’]li: = ,I, lI.r’(~~.)lICd~l(,~,) and il,/‘(,)]]C E ,!,‘(/I) it is clear that E k--f P(E) is 
a-additive in C(X) for 7,. Hence, M = {P(E): E E X} is a Bade cT-complete B.a. 
in C(X). Moreover, the P-null sets are precisely the //,-null sets. Fix any _t‘ # 0 in 
Y. Then the constant function II ” _I’ E X has the property that P(E) = 0 when- 
ever P(E)( ll ,*‘ J%) = 0. That is, II k: J is a separrrting vector for M. Accordingly. 
M is actually Bade complete [14; Lemma 11. 
Let v; t L” (LL) and ,f’ E X. Then r;,f denotes the element of X given by 
p,f’ : 11‘ v y?(~~~),f’(~~), for a.e. 11’ E 0. Given T E l(Y), the linear operator q :, T 
is defined by (9 8 T),f(u>) = p(ns) T(,~(H!)), f or each,f’ t X and a.e. II’ t f1. It is 
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routine to check that IJcp@ TII 5 Il(pllocllTII and hence, cp @ T E L(X). The 
family of all linear operators cp @ T, with cp E L”(p) and T E C(Y), will be 
denoted by L”(p) @ .C( Y). Finally, the linear space of all C-valued C-simple 
functions on 0 is denoted by sim(E). 
Lemma 3. L”(p) B l(Y) 2 MC. 
Proof. This is straightforward to verify from the definitions involved. 0 
Remark 5. An immediate consequence of Lemma 3 is that M 2 L(X) is max- 
imal abelian iff Y = C. For, if dim(Y) > 2, then there exist non-commuting 
elements St and S2 in C(Y). Choose any y E Y such that St&y # &SIJJ. 
Then(II~S,)(D~S2)(0~~)=SIS2ywhereas(II~Sz)(D~Sl)(II~y) =&SIY. 
Since both II 8 St and II @ S2 belong to M” (by Lemma 3) it follows that M is 
not maximal abelian. On the other hand, if Y = @, then LJ’(h, Y) N U’(p) and 
M c L(LP(p)) is just the family of all projection operators in D’(p) of multi- 
plication by x6, for E E C, which is known to be maximal abelian. 
Lemma 4. (L”(p) @ L( Y))c c (M),y. 
Proof. Let S E (L”(p) @ L( Y))c, ’ m which case SU = US for all U E Lx(~)@ 
L(Y). Fix any y E Y \{O}. Let U,, = 1 @I Qy where Q, E L(Y) is a projection of 
Yonto the l-dimensional subspace [y] spanned by y. Then U, E L”(p) @ C( Y) 
satisfies u,(il 8 y) = II @ y and it follows that S( II @ y) = (ll @ Q?)S( ll@ y). 
Accordingly, for a.e. w E fi we have (S(ll @y))(w) E [y] and hence, there is 
,+(w) E C such that (S(n @MY)) = cy~.(w)y = (aJII @y)(w). Since y # 0 and 
S( II @ y) E X it follows that ay : R + C so defined (p-a.e.) is an element of 
P(p), that is, S( Ii @ y) = CY,, @ y belongs to X. 
We show that actually oV E L”(p). For any z # y, let R, E L(Y) be a finite 
rank operator such that R,y = z. A direct calculation shows that 
s(mz) = s(nB R=Y) =s(m~)(myy) = (nm,)s(my) 
=(n~RR;)(CY.~~y)=QI,l,~Z. 
Since this equality also holds for z = y we have 
(2) s(nti3zz)=a,~z, ZE Y. 
Recall that S commutes with cp 8 IY, for every cp E L”(p). Fix E E C. Then, for 
every z E Y, we have from this fact and (2) that 
s(~~~~)=s(~~~~~)(n~~)=(~~~~~)s(n~~) 
= (x, c3 Ir)(ay @z) = (x&Q) @G z. 
That is, for each E E C, we have 
(3) S(XE @z) = (x5+?.) @z, ZE Y. 
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If z E Y is any unit vector, then it follows from the equality 
and (3) that 
It follows easily from this inequality that cyJ E L”(p). 
So, (r,. C$ Iy is an element of ,C(X). Moreover, it follows from (3) that o,, 1~’ 1,. 
agrees with S on the linear span of {g @ -_;g E P’(p), I E Y}, which is a dense 
subspace of X. Hence, S = aJ C?Z r. Noting that P(E) = xE @ ly, for E E C, 
and ~1~ E L”(p) can be approximately uniformly on 0 by elements from 
sim(E), it follows that cy,, 6~ Zr is the limit in the uniform (hence, also strong) 
operator topology of a sequence of operators from the linear span of M. This 
shows that S = (y,. 8 Zr belongs to (M),. Cl 
Remark 6. The linear map @ : Y 4 X given by @y = II 8 y, for ,V E Y. is an 
isometry and hence Y is isomorphic to a closed subspace of X. Fix any unit 
vector _r E Y. Then P : U’(p) + X defined by Pg = g 8 4: for g E U’(p), is also 
a linear isometry and hence D’(p) is isomorphic to a closed subspace of X. It 
follows that X is separable iff both Yand U’(,1) are separable (i.e. 11, is a sepa- 
rable measure). It is known that every Bade complete B.a. in a separable 
Banach space necessarily has a separating vector [14; Lemma 21. The B.a.‘s 
M = {x,, x Zy; E E C} C l.(X) of this example provide a non-trivial class of 
Bade complete B.a.‘s in certain non-separable spaces X(i.e. whenever p is a non- 
separable measure or Y is non-separable) which always have a separating vec- 
tor. 
Proposition 5. Let (R! C, p) h e any complete prohahilitJ~ measure space und 
Y he any Bunuch space. Then, ,fiw euch 1 5 p < x the B.rr. M = 
(2,: C< Zy; E E C} C .C(LP(p., Y)) is Bude complete, has u sepuruting vector. und 
sutisfies the hicommutunt theorem (Jti), = M”“. 
Proof. Noting that (M),y C: M”” is always satisfied, the result follows from 
Lemmas 3 and 4 and earlier established facts. 0 
In order to show that M does not satisfy the Lat-M” property in general. we 
need to identify the cornmutant M’ more precisely. Recall that L”(p. Y) is the 
Banach space of all (equivalence classes of) strongly measurable, Y-valued 
functions on {I which are p-essentially bounded. A function m : R - C( Y) is 
called strong operator meusuruhle if the Y-valued function .r(.),r given by 
w ++ m( IZ.)_~., for w E Q, is strongly measurable for each ~1 E Y. 
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Lemma 5. Let Y be a separable Banach space, (0, C, p) be a probability measure 
space and m : R + L( Y) be strong operator measurable. 
(i) If f : Q + Y is strongly measurable, then also the Y-valued function 
Iv w m( w).f(lv), f or w E 0, is strongly measurable. 
(ii) Thefunction WH Ilm(w)liccr,,for w E 0, is measurable. 
Proof. (i) Let s = cy= t xAcj) @ yj be a Y-valued, C-simple function on 0. 
Then the strong operator measurability of m and the identity 
(4) m(wb(w) = i: X.4(j)(W)m(fi1)Yj:j, w E Q, 
j=l 
show that w H m(w)s(w) is strongly measurable. Choose a sequence {sn},E, 
of such simple functions converging pointwise I*.-a.e. to J Then the continuity 
of each operator m(w) E L(Y), f or w E 0, implies that the sequence of 
strongly measurable functions WH m(w)s,,(w) converges (in Y) to m(w)f(w) 
for p-a.e. iv E R. In particular, WI” {m(tv)s,(w),y’) converges p-a.e. to 
WC-~ (m(~)f(~), y’), for each y’ E Y’ (the dual Banach space of Y). 
That is, the function ir+t m(w,)f( ) w is weakly measurable. Since Y is sep- 
arable, the Pettis measurability theorem [2; II Theorem 1.21 implies that 
w N m(~)f( W) is strongly measurable. 
(ii) Let {4},~ l be a countable dense set in the unit ball of Y Then 
(5) Ilm(~~9llc(Y) = sup{ Il~4~~hII y : n E N>, M’ E n, 
from which it is clear that J\m(.)JJcc(yj is a measurable function. 0 
Let Y be a separable Banach space. Then B;X(p, L( Y)) denotes the set of all 
strong operator measurable functions m : R + L(Y) for which there exists 
C > 0 such that, for each y E Y, there is a p-null set N(y) satisfying 
Ilm(4A y I Wll y7 IV E .n\N(J’). 
In this case we define 
(/m7(/, = inf{sup{(lm(\~~)((~C(Yj : w E E} : E E C,p(E) = I}. 
Then, with respect to the natural operations, B,F(p, L( Y)) is a vector space 
and an algebra; it is non-commutative whenever dim(Y) > 2. Moreover, 
]I . /Ix is a multiplicative seminorm on B,%?(p, L( Y)). Two functions ml, m2 E 
B,?(p, L( Y)) are called u-equivalent if {W E R : ml (w)y # mz(w)y} is a p-null 
set for each y E Y. By the separability of Y, this is the same as requiring 
{W E 0 : ml (TV) # m*(w)} to be a p-null set. Let L,7x(p, C( Y)) denote the col- 
lection of all equivalence classes induced by functions m E B,5X(u, L(Y)). Then 
L,%((IL, L( Y)) is a unital Banach algebra with respect to the natural (quotient) 
vector space and algebra structure and the usual (quotient) norm, which is 
again denoted by I] IIx. In view of these comments and Lemma 5, given 
m E ~7% C(Y)) and f E LP(y, Y), with p E [l, m), there is a well-defined 
element TJ E LP(u, Y) given by 
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(6) T,,,J’ : tv k-9 m(w)f(w), p-a.e. M’ E f2, 
where the p-null set involved depends on ,f in general. 
Lemma 6. Let p E [1, W) and X = Lfl(p, Y), where Y is a separable Banach 
space. Then the map T : L,^(p, C( Y)) + ,C(X) given by m H T,,, (cf (6)) is an 
isometric Banach algebra isomorphism qf L,$X(p, ,C( Y)) onto the closed suh- 
algebra M” qf G( A’). 
Proof. It is clear from (6) that T,,, is linear, maps X into X and satisfies 
II T,l!II,(X) - < I~HzI~,, for each m E Lsn(p, C( Y)). It is also clear from (6) that Tis 
a unital algebra homomorphism. 
Fix m E L,“(p, ,C( Y)). For each E E C the projection P = XE 8 Zy belongs to 
M, where 1~ E C(Y) is the identity operator. If .y is a Y-valued, C-simple func- 
tion as in the proof of Lemma 5 (i), then it is clear from (4) and the definition of 
T,,, and P that T,,Ps = PT,,,s. Since the space of all such functions s is dense in 
X, it follows that T,,,P = PT,,, and we deduce that T,,, E M”. 
Let {u,,},?! , be a dense sequence in the unit ball of Y Given m E L,,x(p. C( Y)) 
choose any function fi : f2 --f C(Y) from the equivalence class of nr. For each 
E > 0 define a set A,,(E) = {W E R : II&(w)u,,// > (jlmll, - 5)). By definition 
of Ilfl?llx = II% and (5), applied to %, there must exist n E N such that 
~L(A,,(E)) > 0. Then 
which shows that /IT,,I/,(,, > (Ilrnll, - E). S’ mce E > 0 is arbitrary we deduce 
that lIT,,,/IICxj > Ilrnlix and hence that /IT,,,IIc.XJ = /lnzllX. In particular, T is 
then also injective. 
So. it remains to verify that Tis onto M”. Fix S E M’. Then 
IIXE ‘SC1 WIIJ; = IISCXE wv)Il; I II~II”I~(EmIIP. _yE Y, 
for every E E C with p(E) > 0, from which it follows that 
(7) As(UC%~y) E LX(p. Y) and IlS(O @y)ll, < llSllrcxJl~ll, for all I’ E Y. 
Let Y, be a countable, linearly independent set whose closed linear hull 
span( Yo) equals Y. Let U denote the rational span of Yo, that is, _r E U iff 
1: = x,“:, ajyj for some k E N, elements yj E Yo and complex numbers <kj with 
both Re(trj), Im(oj) E Q. Then Uis also a countable set with@%(U) = Y. For 
each _r E Y it is possible, via (7) to choose a function f;, : R ---f Y from the 
equivalence class S( II my) E X which satisfies 
(8) II.fJ~~‘)lI Y  /l~Il,,x,IIYII. II’ E R. 
For each 1%‘ E 0, define rno(\c) : Y” + Y by 4’ H,[~( w), for y E Yo. By the linear 
independence of Yo we can extend m”(u) to a unique linear map from span( Y(j) 
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into Y again denoted by ms(w), for each w E Q. If y = x;=, ajyj with aj E C 
and yj E Yo, then VQ(W)~ = ET= 1 ajmo(w)yj = ET= 1 ajfy,(w), for all w E R. 
By passing to equivalence classes we deduce, for every y E span( Us), that 
(9) mo(.)y = S(n @y), i.e. mo(w)y =fy(w) for jka.e. w E R, 
where the p-null set depends on y in general. 
It follows from (9) and the countability of U C span( Yo) that there is a set 
F E C with p(F) = 1 such that mo(w)u =Qw), for all u E U and w E F, and 
(by (8)) that 
(10) Ilmo(w)nllv L II~Il,(,)ll4 UE u, w E F. 
Since mo (w) : span( Yo) --+ Y is linear and U C span( Yo), a standard approx- 
imation argument together with (10) implies that Ilmo(w)yII r < IISI],(,)]IyII for 
all w E F and y E span( Yo). So, for each w E F we can extend ma(w) uniquely to 
an element of C( Y), denoted by m(w), such that 
(11) Il4wbll Y 5 l/~llLc(x) Ml, w E F, YE Y. 
Define m(w) = 0 for w $ F, so that m : R ---f C( Y) now satisfies (11) for every 
WE RandyE Y. 
Claim. For each y E Y we have m(.)y = S(l@ y), i.e. m(w)y =&(w) for p-a.e. 
w E Q, where the p-null set depends on y in general. 
To establish the claim fix y E Y. Let {z~},“,, C span( Yo) satisfy z, + y in the 
norm of Y Since m(w) E C(Y) we have lim,, Ix: mo( w)z, = lim,,, m(w)z, = 
m(w)y, for w E R. 
It follows from (9) that there is a set G(y) E C with p(G(y)) = 1 such that 
mo(w)z,=fZ,Z(w), for all WE G(y) and HEN. Since S(ll@z,) -S(ll@y) in 
X = Lp(p, Y), there is a subsequence S( II @ z,(k)) + S( II @ y) pointwise p-a.e. 
[21; pp. 218-2191. Sincef, is in the equivalence class S( II @ ‘u), for each v E Y, 
it follows that there is H E C with p(H) = 1 such that j&,(w) +h.(w), 
in Y for every w E H. So, for each w E H n G(y) we have m(w)z+) = 
mo(w)z+) +fL(w), in Y, and so m(w)y =fv(w) for p-a.e. w E 0. This estab- 
lishes the claim. 
The above claim implies that m(.)y = S( D ~3 y) as elements of X and hence, 
in particular, that m : fi? + L(Y) is strong operator measurable. Moreover, 
(111 shows that llmllcc I IISllLccx,. Consequently, m determines an element of 
L,F(p,C( Y)). It 1 f 11 a so o ows from the claim that Tm( D @ y) = m(.)y = S( ll @a y) 
for all y E Y. As both T,,,, S E M”, it follows that T,,, and S agree on all ele- 
ments of the form cp @ y, where y E Y and cp is any C-valued, C-simple func- 
tion. But, such elements are dense in X and both T,,, S E C(X). Accordingly, 
S = T,,, and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Remark 7. (i) Lemma 6 shows that the commutants M” C C(X) are ‘in- 
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dependent of p’ in the sense that they are all identifiable with L,;X (p, C( Y)), for 
everyp E [1,x). 
(ii) For the particular case of Y = C, in which case C(Y) P C), we see that 
L~(/L.C(Y)) E L”( ) d ,Q an we recover the well known fact that the commutant 
of the B.a. M of all multiplication operators in Lp(lr), 1 < p < x, by elements 
from (2~ : E E C} is the (commutative) algebra of all multiplication operators 
by elements from Lx(~). In this setting M is maximal abelian and satisfies the 
Lat-M” property (as I1 E Lp(id) is a cyclic vector for M). 
Finally we show that M can satisfy the Lat-M ’ property only in special cases 
Proposition 6. Let 1 5 p < 3c and (R. C, p) b e a complete probubility meusure 
spuce. Let Y be any separable Bunuch space H’hich is not isomorphic to LI Hilbert 
space. Then the Bade complete B.u. M = {XE P: Iy : E E C} 2 C(X) does not 
satisfy the Lut-M (‘property. 
Proof. Since Y is not isomorphic to a Hilbert space, there exists a closed 
subspace Z of Y which is not complemented. Define Z = {,f E X :.f’(~.) E 
Z/i-a.e.}. Let {,fi,},z I C: 2 be a sequence converging in X tof E X. Then there 
is a subsequence of {,Jl},~, which converges /L-a.e. to f. It is then clear that ,f’ 
is Z-valued jl-a.e. Hence, Z is a closed subspace of X, which is clearly in- 
variant for each element of M. 
Suppose there is a projection in M” which maps Xonto Z. By Lemma 6 there 
is 172 E L,,” (j6. C( Y)) such that T,,f = T,,, and T,,,X = 2. By the properties of T 
(cf. Lemma 6) we have m2 = m as elements of L,“(p, C( Y)). that is, there is a 
set G E C with p(G) = 1 such that nz(~,) E C(Y) is a projection for each II’ t G. 
From the definition of T,,, we have 
(12) r,>)( m R _V) = m(.)y. ?‘t Y. 
with the equality being as elements of X. Since r,,,X = Z we have, in particular, 
that PI(.)J’ E Z for each J! E Y. It follows from this observation together with 
the definition of Z that if {y,~},;Y_, is a countable dense set in Y then there exists 
K cs C with p,(K) = 1 such that m(\v)y,, E Z, for all n E N and \V E K. Then the 
density of {~,,},~~, implies that rn(M.) Y C. Z for all II‘ E K. Combining this with 
the facts from the previous paragraph shows that 
(13) nr(\c’)’ = I~I(N’) and m(~) Y C Z. )I* E G n K. 
with p(Gn K) = 1. 
Let {zrl},~, be a countable dense set in Z. Then Ii & I,, E Z and so 
r,,,( II % =,I) = II R z,,, for n E N, as T,,, projects onto Z. By definition of T,,, we 
then have, for each n E N, that m(w):,, = zn for p-a.e. w E Q. Hence, there is 
H E C with p(H) = 1 such that IW(\V):,~ = =,I for all n E N and 12’ E H. By den- 
sity of {z,,},rz, it follows that m(rz,),- = z for all z E Z and IV E H. So. if 
II‘ E (Gn H n K), then m(nl)’ = m(~) and Z = rn(bix)Z C my. By (13) also 
m(~~) Y C Z and we see that MZ(W*) Y = Z for all 11’ E (G I- H n K), with 
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p(G fl H n K) = 1. So, any wo E (G n H n K) gives a projection m(wo) E l( Y) 
which maps Y onto Z. Hence, Z is complemented in Y and we have a contra- 
diction. Accordingly, M cannot have the Lat-M ’ property. 0 
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